SEVERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EXISTING AUTOMATED SYSTEMS ACCORDING TO SURVEY OF RUSSIAN SCIENTISTS PUBLISHING ACTIVITY

**Abstract:** The paper conducted a review of existing automated systems that provide additional features when working with systems of citation analysis in the field of publication activity of Russian scientists. As a result of the review were identified 2 groups. The first group includes automated systems, aimed at the optimization of the list of publications, citations, scientometric indicators of any one of citation. Automated systems of the second group allows not only optimize the list of publications and quotations but also aggregate the results from several quotation systems. Highlighted the shortcomings of the existing automated systems. It is proposed to develop an automated software system, devoid of deficiencies identified.
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For a number of years the publishing activity of scientific community increases in a number of developing countries (Brazil, Iran, China, Turkey and others) [1, c. 15]. In turn Russia at the domestic level attempts to increase the percent of Russian authors’ publications in the global fund of scientific publications.

Despite these attempts different statistics of Russian scientists publishing activity can be observed in different quotation systems [2,3,4,5]. On the basis of presented statistic they make analyses and build different estimations of publishing activity. There are both optimistic and pessimistic estimations. Together with the assessment of scientific community publishing activity on All-Russian level it’s necessary to estimate it in each higher educational establishment individually including Orenburg State University. From the abovementioned it’s followed that from certainty, consistency and completeness of presented facts depend the results of the next analyses and estimations. In this case under certainty understands the belonging of the publication or quotation to its author, under consistency it’s understood the absence of publishing copies o quotations and under completeness it’s meant the list of all author’s works.

Consequently an analytical review of currently developed automated systems that provide additional opportunities to work with the systems of quotation, in order to obtain reliable, consistent and complete information for further analysis of publication activity is relevant and timely task.

By detailed survey of quotation systems [2;3;4;5] following conclusions were made. Resource [2] doesn’t reflect the broad picture of authors’ publishing activity because it doesn’t have any excess to a lot of foreign publications, has some defects by calculating of quotations and doesn’t include the majority of works till 2000. Resources [3] and [4] don’t reflect the most of publications in Russian. Resource [5] uses facts only from published sources and doesn’t allow to do the search result by specific author in convenient for viewing and analyzing way. Besides that none of the resources registers the majority of educational and methodical works.

For correction purposes contained in quotation systems different scientists tried to create automated systems providing additional opportunities to work with quotation system. These include following scientists: Kiduk Yang, Lokman I. Meho, F.M. Couto, A. Baneyx, P. Jacsó and others.
The existing automated systems were divided into two groups.

The first group of automated systems is focused on optimization of publication list, quotations and scientometric factors from one of quotation systems. To the first group belong automated systems examined in works [6;7].

In work of P. Jacsó [6] experiments by Chirsh index computation [8] and another scientometric indexes from Google Scholar by means of automated system «Publish or Perish» are described. Automated system «Publish or Perish» allows user to correct total lists of publications given in convenient way. It simplifies the search and removal of copies and gives the dynamic sorting by many characteristics and instant conversion of factors. The program generates 18 scientometric factors from Google Scholar. «Publish or Perish» has a lot of variants and export formats including CSV format which is widely used to export and import of copies taken from a lot of spreadsheets and data bases. Besides that this system allows to estimate the scale of mistakes in the publication list given by Google Scholar. However even after the correction and updating of lists, they can’t be completely true because a lot of doubtful resources can be stood as a source of publication. The developed program also can’t show the difference between main records and records taken from quotation lists. There are also some similar references on the same article. There are also correct quotations which refer to absent in system publication just because a magazine or issue wasn’t worked out or the publication was missed by mistake in processing. The example of duplicated publications is shown on figure 1.

![Figure 1 – Duplicated publications in automated system «Publish or Perish»](image)

Automated systems of the second group allows not only optimize the list of publications and quotations but also aggregate the results from several quotation systems. Program resources examined in works [9;10] can be related to the second group.

In work A. Baneyx [9] the data taken from Google Scholar and Web of Science is shown. To search suitable publications automated systems «Publish or Perish» and «CleanPoP» were used.

On figure 2 are shown the indexes taken by the search in Web of Science and Google Scholar using «CleanPoP» program in 2008 for scientists with high scientometric characteristics.
Impact Factor ISRA (India) = 1.344
Impact Factor ISI (Dubai, UAE) = 0.829
Impact Factor GIF (Australia) = 0.356
Impact Factor JIF = 1.500
Impact Factor SIS (USA) = 0.912
Impact Factor PNG (Russia) = 0.179
Impact Factor ESJI (KZ) = 1.042

Impact Factor based on International Citation Report (ICR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOMAINS</th>
<th>AUTHORS</th>
<th>WB of ARTICLES</th>
<th>WB of CITATIONS</th>
<th>H-INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>J. L</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>5317</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>J. T</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>5920</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography</td>
<td>R. Br</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography</td>
<td>R. Bo</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>P. R</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>F. B</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>R. G</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>J. H</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>687</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>P. B</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>N. L</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>B. L</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>W. B</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 - Characteristics taken on the base of data from Web of Science and Google Scholar.

In work Kiduk Yang [10] the quotations searched in Scopus, Google Scholar and Web of Science are compared. Automated system «CiteSearch» is presented. It analyses combined data from several quotation systems based on quality measurements.

It’s mentioned that more complete analyses of quotations can help to keep and identify more accurate any differences in scientometrical characteristics analyses and give independent evaluation. The architecture of this system is shown on figure 3.

Figure 3 – The architecture of automated system «CiteSearch».

«CiteSearch» allows to accomplish automatically following actions: - to search both by author and the title;
- to get and combine the results from both types of search;
- to delete repeating records;
- to export the results into spreadsheet.

As the result there were marked following features based on analyses of currently developed automated systems providing additional opportunities on analyses of publishing activity with the help of quotation systems:

- by analyzing of publishing activity educational and methodological publications of authors that can influence scientometrical characteristics and following analyses of publishing activity are not used a lot;
- At the moment no one automated system based on data from one of quotation system gives the full picture of publishing activity of Russian scientists and organizations;
- Currently there is no software that can analyze and aggregate the results from different quotation systems taking into account Russian quotation index;

- There is no complex approach considering all abovementioned components to monitor publishing activity of authors of Russian scientific organizations.

To correct all the defects found by reviewing of automated systems providing additional opportunities in work with quotation systems it’s offered to develop an automated program system possessing following advantages:

- the opportunity to accumulate data about the publishing activity of Russian scientists from different quotation systems considering Russian scientific quotation index;
- to maintain own database of scientific organization including educational and methodological works;
- the opportunity to analyze the further cumulative data.
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